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and Community Connect
At Clayton Utz we believe
it is important for law
firms and their people to
have connections with, and
contribute to, the communities
in which they live and work.

of individual partners and
employees, the Clayton Utz
Foundation has made
505 grants totalling over
$5.78 million since its
inception in 2003.

The Clayton Utz Foundation
is a separate legal entity that
provides financial support
to charities with a connection
to the Firm. Thanks to annual
contributions from the
partnership and the generous
workplace giving donations

Our Community Connect
community involvement
programs provide further
support to non-profit
organisations who are
addressing disadvantage
and community need.
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10 years of the
Clayton Utz Foundation
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In 2013, we celebrate 10 years
of the Clayton Utz Foundation
and Community Connect.
There are many reasons to
celebrate this milestone, but
we’ve limited ourselves to 10:

donating over $3.8 million to pro bono
clients and referral partners

four Clayton Utz Foundation Fellows in

community legal centres

530 Indigenous
students are on the
path to employment
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In 2003 we established
the Clayton Utz Foundation
and Community Connect
to formalise our giving,
volunteering and in-kind
contribution, and to ensure
we make the most of our
efforts to help our community.

being part of it!
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assisting The Wayside
Chapel in 14 different ways

supporting the interests of our people
helping our

Community
Partners
do what
they do best

Clayton Utz has set the benchmark for Australian
law firms in Pro Bono practice and social
responsibility programs. These are important parts of
who we are as a Firm. To learn more about us, visit our
website and read our 2013 Annual Review.
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writing and receiving over
45,750 letters – and rising

10

leading the way
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10 years of the
Clayton Utz
Foundation

In 10 years, the Clayton Utz
Foundation has made
505 grants to 194 charities,
totalling over $5.78 million.
The Clayton Utz Foundation
addresses disadvantage and
community need by providing
financial assistance to our
Community Partners, who
deliver programs and services
in the following key areas:
• Education – with a focus
on programs that aim to
increase literacy skills,
or encourage and support
ongoing participation by
children and young people
in the education system
• Disadvantage – including
services to those that
are homeless or at risk
of homelessness
• Disability – and
organisations that offer
direct service delivery,
and respite and support
to families
• Medical research
– primarily to Children’s
Cancer Institute Australia
(CCIA), a long term pro bono
client of the Firm

Children’s Cancer Institute
Australia
• Indigenous Australians
– with a focus on
engaging and motivating
young people
• Access to Justice
– including the Clayton Utz
Foundation Fellowship
program, Advocacy-Health
Alliance Project, and
support for community
legal centres.
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Donating over
$3.8 million to
pro bono clients
and referral partners
In 2012 we celebrated
15 years of our Pro Bono
practice. Since 1997,
Clayton Utz lawyers have
provided 429,204 hours
of pro bono work – a record
for any Australian firm.
The Clayton Utz Foundation
has allowed us as a Firm
to broaden the range of
support we can provide
to our pro bono clients
and referral partners. Over
$3.8 million has been
donated to 91 not-for-profit
organisations and community
legal centres which
are involved in our
Pro Bono practice.

Clayton Utz has provided pro bono
support to CCIA since 1991, when
it was a small grassroots
organisation set up by parents
of children with cancer. In that
time, we have provided more
than 5,500 hours of free legal
advice and representation. CCIA
is now a world-leading medical
research institute dedicated to
research into the causes,
prevention, better treatments
and ultimately a cure for
childhood cancer.
With the establishment of
Community Connect in 2003,
the Firm saw an opportunity
to extend our support to CCIA.
We provide volunteer and in-kind
assistance via our community
involvement programs, and in
2006 Clayton Utz partner
Simon Truskett became
an important individual volunteer
when he took up a Directorship
on CCIA’s Board. In addition,
the Clayton Utz Foundation
has provided over $580,000
of financial assistance enabling
CCIA’s Molecular Carcinogenesis
research group to identify
a cancer-causing gene, and target
molecules that co-operate with
this gene, with the aim to
ultimately block child cancer
development at its very
earliest stage.
Clayton Utz Sydney
volunteers at CCIA’s
Cricket Rocks gala
event in 2012 .
L-R: Karen Jackson,
Kathy Neilson,
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Tom Dougherty and
Anique Mawa

The Foundation extends our
capacity to help not-for-profit
clients and those community
legal centres across Australia
with whom we work
collaboratively. We can deliver
so much more, having aligned
the Firm’s social responsibility
program objectives with those
of our Pro Bono practice.
– David Hillard, Clayton Utz
Pro Bono partner
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Four Clayton Utz
Foundation
Fellows in
Community
Legal Centres

The Clayton Utz Foundation
Fellowship program is a
landmark Access to Justice
initiative which has built
capacity in the community
legal sector in regional
Australia. Since 2007, a
$472,000 contribution from
the Foundation has enabled
four outstanding community
lawyers to be funded for two

years each as Clayton Utz
Foundation Fellows, to begin
their legal careers at a
regional community legal
centre.
Our strategic investment
in community legal resources
at Bendigo, Geraldton,
Hawkesbury Nepean
and Shepparton, has led
to permanent government
funding of programs
piloted by our Fellows,
and contributed to lasting
change in legal services
in those regions.

Creating a community legal service in the
Goulburn Valley

Clayton Utz Foundation Fellow Joanne Ellis
and volunteer solicitor Luke Slater – Loddon
Campaspe Community Legal Centre.
Photo courtesy of The Adviser, Shepparton

Thanks to the work of Clayton Utz Foundation Fellow
Joanne Ellis, Shepparton in Victoria’s Goulburn Valley has
its own community legal service. We had worked with
Loddon Campaspe Community Legal Centre in Bendigo
(LCCLC) in the research and writing of the 2008 LCCLC
report, “Access to Justice in the Goulburn Valley:
Responding to Unmet Legal Need through Community
Legal Services”.
The Clayton Utz Foundation then funded LCCLC to employ
Joanne from July 2009 until June 2011, to establish a
pilot community legal service in Shepparton and highlight
the demand for a permanent service in the Goulburn
Valley region. In its first year, the pilot service assisted
364 people through telephone, face-to-face and outreach
contact. In 2012, the Victorian Government secured the
future of community law in Shepparton when it
announced ongoing Legal Aid funding for the Goulburn
Valley Community Legal Centre. Victoria Legal Aid
and the Commonwealth Government now provide
recurrent funding to employ three lawyers and an
administrator at the Goulburn Valley Community
Legal Centre.
[3]

The Clayton Utz Fellowship
contributes critical capacity
to our work. As a direct result
we can undertake more
generalist work while
exploring unmet legal
needs in the catchment.
The Fellowship represents
an investment in access to
justice in regional Australia,
the dividends of which we will
continue to see in the future.
– Peter Noble, Principal
Solicitor, Loddon Campaspe
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Community Legal Centre

Assisting The
Wayside Chapel in
14 different ways

We believe the best way to
contribute to our communities
is through relationships with
our Community Partners that
combine financial
contributions from the
Clayton Utz Foundation
with volunteering and other
forms of in-kind support,
utilising the Firm’s and our
people’s resources, skills
and enthusiasm.
Through multi-faceted
relationships, we help our
Community Partners in more
ways than one. Together
with The Wayside Chapel,
a Sydney Community Partner,
we have identified many
ways to work together:
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1. Over $170,000 in multi-year
funding from the
Clayton Utz Foundation
to employ an Aboriginal
Project Worker
for Wayside’s
Aboriginal Project.
2. Sydney partner
Doug Bishop has been
a volunteer Board
member since 2009.
3. Ongoing pro bono legal
advice – so far we have
provided over 900 hours
of free legal advice and
representation.
4. Sydney partner John
Shirbin was a member of
Wayside’s Project Control
Group established to
oversee the redevelopment
of the Wayside Chapel
from 2010-2012.
5. Clayton Utz volunteers
provide assistance with
Wayside’s administration
needs, event support
and Christmas wrapping.
6. Hosted an invitation-only
networking lunch with
the Honourable
Julie Bishop MP at our
Sydney office which
resulted in new corporate
supporters and financial
donations for Wayside.
7. Facilitated computer
education training
for 16 Wayside employees
and two Wayside
volunteers.

8. Wayside employees are
invited to attend learning
and development sessions
at our offices.
9. Providing Wayside
employees with ongoing
access to CU Assist,
Clayton Utz ’s employee
assistance program.
10. Ongoing secretariat
assistance for The
Wayside Chapel Board
of Directors.
11. Hosting internal Wayside
strategy meetings at
Clayton Utz.
12. Co-ordinating yearly
employee collections
of towels and toiletries
to support the needs
of Wayside visitors.
13. Support for employee
fundraising: a Clayton Utz
team of runners
completed the Sydney
half-marathon and raised
$8,626.25 for Wayside,
including a $1,000
matched donation from
the Foundation.
14. Clayton Utz summer
clerks attend Wayside’s
orientation program.

The Canberra office pedals its heart out

for Hartley Lifecare
Hartley Lifecare is a Canberra-based organisation that
provides accommodation support and respite care to children
and adults in the ACT with physical and complex disabilities.

Sydney partner Doug Bishop with his fellow
Wayside volunteer Board members cook up a
community lunch for more than 50 Wayside visitors

Hartley Lifecare has been a Clayton Utz Community Partner
since 2006, with members of the Clayton Utz Canberra office
participating and fundraising in six of the last seven Ability
Cycle Challenges. This is a three-day road cycling event,
where riders tackle the 454 km return climb from Canberra
to Charlotte Pass in the Snowy Mountains.
In that time, 78 of our people have pedalled 35,412 km
and raised $52,500 for Hartley Lifecare.

To think that such quality,
relevant and professional
computer training has been
made available to our staff
free of charge is just
incredible. But to know how
helpful our staff found it and
how it will improve our own
internal efficiency is also great.
- Wayside Partnerships
Manager, Sarah Whitaker

The Clayton Utz Foundation has also provided $97,000
in grants to Hartley Lifecare since 2007. For several years,
the Foundation grants have been directed to Hartley’s
Assistive Technology Program, which aims to help children
and adults with disabilities gain greater independence,
integrate socially and have access to the community,
education and the workplace.
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Supporting the
interests of our
people

We are proud of the
commitment our partners
and employees make to
community organisations,
through community
involvement programs
at Clayton Utz and in their
own time. Access to
Community Leave Days
and Small and Matching
grants from the Clayton Utz
Foundation support
our people’s contribution
to the community.
Each year Clayton Utz
provides volunteers and
in-kind assistance to over
20 Community Partners.

Clayton Utz Canberra employees have cycled over 35,000 km
for Hartley Lifecare. Photo supplied by John Lafferty

Hartley Lifecare has a real
need to fundraise each year
to support the many services
we provide to the local
community. We are extremely
fortunate and grateful to have
ongoing support from the
Clayton Utz cycle team and
the Foundation. This support
is necessary to improve and
maintain service-delivery
standards.
- Eric Thauvette,
Executive Director,
Hartley Lifecare
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ARS Musica
Special counsel Simone Whetton
is an important individual
volunteer for ARS Musica
Australis (AMA), in her role as
Chair of the Board of Directors.
AMA is focussed on assisting
talented, and often
underprivileged, young people
to achieve excellence in music
performance, composition, dance
and visual arts. The Clayton Utz
Foundation has supported AMA
since 2005, providing $76,000 in
grant funding, in recognition of
Simone’s continued involvement
with the organisation.
A recent grant provided to AMA
helped fund a series of music
and dance workshops for school
students in Western Sydney.
As part of these workshops,
the students worked with
choreographer Shaun Parker and
produced a unique and groundbreaking piece of contemporary
dance entitled “The Yard” which
has been remarkably successful
and inspired many of the students
to develop their talents.
Premiering to much acclaim
at Sydney’s Seymour Centre
in May 2011, The Yard returned
in 2012 for a season at Riverside
Theatre Parramatta and three
venues within regional NSW,
and has gone on to be nominated
for a 2013 Helpmann Award.
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530 Indigenous
students are on
the path
to employment

P242 participants with DWF mentors Dale Kickett,
Jarrad Oakley Nicholls and Alicia Janz

We would like to thank

The Clayton Utz Foundation
has provided over $750,000
in grants to Indigenous
organisations and
organisations supporting
Indigenous Australia. This
is part of our Reconciliation
Action Plan commitment
to create positive and lasting
change in the lives of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people and
to reduce inequality
between Indigenous and
non‑Indigenous Australians.

Clayton Utz for their support

Through our long-term
Community Partnership
with the David Wirrpanda
Foundation (DWF), and our
ongoing support of the
Plan 2day 4 2morrow (P242)
Indigenous Employment
Program, 530 Indigenous
students are on the path
to employment.

in the Perth Metropolitan

in assisting the David
Wirrpanda Foundation
in achieving our goal of
promoting role models and
healthy life choices to young
Aboriginal people. We could
not achieve these positive
outcomes for unemployed
Aboriginal males and females

region to gain skills and
meaningful employment
without the assistance of
Clayton Utz , its people and
the Clayton Utz Foundation.
We are very grateful of this.
- Lisa Cunningham, CEO,
David Wirrpanda Foundation
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David Wirrpanda
Foundation
A Perth Community Partner
since 2005, DWF aims to
improve the lives of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
peoples through education,
promoting healthy lifestyles,
building self-esteem and
resilience, and increasing
opportunities for employment.
Clayton Utz Foundation funding
supports DWF’s P242
Indigenous Employment
Program which assists
Indigenous youth in WA to
access and prepare for entry
into the workforce through
a pre‑employment program.
Our Perth office provides
mentors to students
undertaking DWF’s Solid
Ground and Solid Futures
programs which focuses
on supporting Indigenous youth
who are keen to enter the
workforce. In 2013, our Perth
People & Development team
hosted an interview skills
workshop for DWF, providing
practical tips to a group of
Indigenous job-seekers to help
them successfully prepare for
a job interview.
Each year, we also provide
volunteers to assist at DWF’s
annual tin-shake day, held prior
to the West Coast Eagles’
clash with St Kilda in the
AFL’s Indigenous round.
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Helping our
Community
Partners do
what they do best

We recognise that when
our Community Partners
have to make repeated grant
applications they cannot focus
all their resources on helping
others. That’s why the
Clayton Utz Foundation

Clayton Utz Sydney volunteers at UnitingCare
Burnside’s The Drum Youth Resource Centre
Christmas party. L-R: Lauren Gilder,
Sheena McKie and Kathryn McCormack

has entered into 16 grants
totalling over $1.65 million
that commit the Foundation
to multiple years of funding,
giving our partners some
much-needed funding security.

UnitingCare Burnside
Long-term Sydney Community
Partner UnitingCare Burnside
is a leading child and family
agency, and one of the
largest providers of services
for vulnerable children,
young people and families.
Its services include early
intervention and prevention,
family support, intensive
child protection, and care
for children in foster and
residential care.
The Sydney office has
enjoyed a strong 12-year
partnership with
UnitingCare Burnside. Over
the years, our partners and
employees have donated
Easter eggs as part
of its annual Easter drive,
participated in food hamper
collections and transition
kit appeals, and volunteered
for the Moving Up Program,

and at The Drum Youth
Resource Centre annual
Christmas party.
Since 2008, the Clayton Utz
Foundation has committed
$270,000 to two three-year
grants to UnitingCare
Burnside. These grants
support the employment of
a full-time caseworker at The
Drum Youth Resource Centre,
a specialist homelessness
drop-in service for young
people aged between
12 and 24 years, who may
be in crisis, homeless or
dealing with drug and alcohol
use. In 2012, funding from
the Clayton Utz Foundation
enabled casework to be
provided to an additional
52 young people, who
would otherwise have
gone unsupported.
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Being part of it!

Community Connect
provides opportunities
for our people to contribute
to our community and connect
with some wonderful people.
Our partners and employees
have joined our Workplace
Giving Program, cycled
great lengths, collected
and donated, volunteered
their time, fundraised, baked,
and performed, all to help

address disadvantage and
respond to community need.
At the heart of our
contribution to the community
are our people. Community
Connect and the Clayton Utz
Foundation respond to their
enthusiasm and we are proud
of our combined contribution
and the positive impact we
have on the community
where we live and work.

36

78
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Save the Children is a long-term
Clayton Utz Community Partner and
the 36 Floors challenge is a unique
way for me to show my support and
raise funds. When I participated
in the event last year, it gave me
the opportunity to learn more about
Save the Children’s inspirational
community programs.
– Brisbane lawyer,
Emma Thompson

– floors abseiled by brave
Brisbane employees to raise
$12,211 for Save the Children,
including a $1,000
matched donation from the
Clayton Utz Foundation.
L-R: Tony Lalor, Cassandra
Heilbronn, Cameron March,
Lucy Stephenson, Chloe
Rankin and Emily Hartnell.
Front: Marisha Sieradzan
and Emma Thompson

– partners and employees who
volunteered for the Australian
Red Cross Remote
Communities Holiday programs
in Milikapiti and Pirilangimpi
on the Tiwi Islands,
and Angurugu
and Umbakumba on
Groote Eylandt.
L-R: Robyn Farmer, Jan
Cumming and Will Webster

90

4,329

– different dresses in 30 days,
four ‘Frocktober high teas’
in three years, and over
$20,000 donated to
the Ovarian Cancer
Research Foundation.
L-R: Kezia Adams, Melanie
Keith and Deborah Polites

– lollies counted for Think
Pink fundraising days
in support of The Wesley
Hospital Kim Walters
Choices Program.
L: Jessica Greenwood and
Brisbane Partner-in-Charge
Alan Maguire get into the
spirit of Think Pink
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9,238

100,000
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– Easter eggs donated
by Clayton Utz Sydney
since 2007 to children
and families attending
UnitingCare Burnside’s
Child and Family
programs in NSW.
L: Lilleyahna from Coffs
Harbour cuddling her Easter
bunny from Clayton Utz

– dollars donated and over
200 moustaches grown for
Movember, in support of
men’s health initiatives.
L: Perth “Mo Bros” Tim
Donisi and Matt Kelleher
Below: “Mo Sista”
Elise McGann with Sydney
Partner-in-Charge
Kate Jordan

272,000

– kilograms of food saved by
UnitingCare West Food Rescue has
been stored in two ‘Clayton Utz cool
rooms’, purchased with grant money
from the Clayton Utz Foundation.
L-R: Kaday Conteh, Jody Savory,
Caitlin Sharp and Rebecca Johnston
Below L-R: Gabrielle Pugh, Zahra
Gaitskell and Eloise Mugford

I started giving to the Workplace Giving Program when I first
became involved with the Clayton Utz Foundation in 2006. I saw
the range of important and worthwhile organisations that such
a large number of our staff members were involved with and
was keen to be involved and provide my personal support.
– Canberra senior associate,
Hartley Lifecare board member
and volunteer, Lisa Keeling
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Writing and
receiving over
45,750 letters –
and rising
Our people value education
and we are proud to have
worked with a number of
Community Partners that
make education a reality
for young Australians.
Since 1999, the Clayton Utz
Foundation has donated over
$800,000 to Ardoch Youth
Foundation and Daystar
Foundation alone, to deliver
the Literacy Buddies®
program. This funding has
enabled over 45,750 letters to
be exchanged between
Clayton Utz people and
students in Brisbane,
Melbourne, Perth and Sydney.
Through the Literacy Buddies®
program our employees act as
positive role models and
mentors, who through the
writing of letters and at least
one face-to-face meeting,
engage young people in
communities of disadvantage
with a creative and
meaningful program aimed
at enhancing their literacy
skills and developing
aspirations.
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Charlotte Gordon
meets her “Little Buddy”
Sharni

Regular grants from the
Clayton Utz Foundation
provide funding to operate
the Literacy Buddies® programs.
The Foundation also recently
approved a grant for Ardoch
to evaluate the program
with a Social Return on
Investment approach,
to understand and promote
the value for all stakeholders
– students, schools,
volunteers and the business.

We also provide Ardoch and
Daystar with pro bono legal
assistance, ofﬁce space for
a Sydney Daystar employee,
and volunteers to assist
with school Breakfast Clubs.
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Leading
the way

Clayton Utz is a
leader among Australian law
firms in Pro Bono and social
responsibility programs.
Clayton Utz was the first
national law firm to employ a
Pro Bono director (1997), to
appoint a Pro Bono partner
(2005), to promote a Pro Bono
senior associate (2006) and
was a Foundation Signatory to
the National Aspirational Pro
Bono Target. We launched our
Reconciliation Action Plan
in 2010, and in 2011 became
a foundation member of
the Australian Legal Sector
Alliance to promote
sustainable practices
across the profession.
The Clayton Utz Foundation
was the first ever Private
Ancillary Fund at an
Australian law firm and
we continue to find innovative
ways to contribute and
be responsive to community
needs. We have celebrated
10 years of leadership in
law firm philanthropy, with
a $400,000 investment to
champion the development
of Advocacy-Health Alliances
as a way to improve access to
the justice system for low
income and disadvantaged
Australians.

Advocacy-Health Alliances
The Clayton Utz Foundation
is funding the Loddon
Campaspe Community
Legal Centre (LCCLC)
to establish and operate
an Advocacy-Health
Alliance (AHA) in Bendigo
for a three year period.

AHA Symposium in
November 2012, and to
fund a Bendigo AHA Pilot
Scoping Project. Upon
receipt of that scoping
review, the three year
Bendigo AHA Pilot has
been established in 2013.

AHAs provide community
legal services within
a public health setting,
and reach disadvantaged
people who might
otherwise never find their
way to a lawyer. They are
a partnership between
the health system and
lawyers which can also
improve patients’
healthcare outcomes
through improved access
to legal assistance.

The Bendigo AHA Pilot
Project will develop,
test and implement a
medical-legal partnership,
prepare education and
training materials and
generate systemic change
through advocacy. Our
ultimate goal is to generate
a replicable operating
model with templates,
step‑by‑step toolkits and
training materials, which
will be an inspiration and
support for a burgeoning
AHA movement within
Australia.

Clayton Utz wants to ensure
the success of the AHA
movement in Australia.
In 2011, the Clayton Utz
Foundation funded a
fellowship for Peter Noble
of LCCLC to research AHA
best practice in the US and
the application of the model
in Australia. The Foundation
then adopted the
recommendations of
Peter’s landmark report,
“Advocacy-Health Alliances
– Better Health through
Medical Legal Partnership”,
to support an inaugural

Sixteen years ago,
Clayton Utz ’s leadership
transformed the pro bono
landscape at Australian law
firms. We hope that this
new initiative by the
Clayton Utz Foundation will
have a similarly
transformative effect on
how community legal
services can be delivered to
some of our most
vulnerable people, at times
of real crisis in their lives.
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Sydney

Canberra

Level 15
1 Bligh Street
Sydney NSW 2000
T +61 2 9353 4000
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Canberra ACT 2601
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Hong Kong

Level 28
Riparian Plaza
71 Eagle Street
Brisbane QLD 4000
T +61 7 3292 7000
F +61 7 3221 9669

703 – 704
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3A Chater Road
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T +852 3980 6868
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F +61 8 8943 2500

Perth
Level 27
QV1 Building
250 St. Georges Terrace
Perth WA 6000
T +61 8 9426 8000
F +61 8 9481 3095

www.claytonutz.com

To learn more about the Clayton Utz Foundation and Community Connect, please contact:
Daina Richmond, National Director Community Connect
T+ 61 2 9353 4782
Lauren Gilder, National Manager Community Connect
T+ 61 2 9353 5290
Vicki Heffernan, Secretary to the Clayton Utz Foundation
T+ 61 2 9353 4400
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